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Turn the following sentences into active voice

[{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "missingTheInformationINeed", "label":"Missing the information I need" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "tooComplicatedTooManySteps", "label":"Too complicated / too many steps" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "outOfDate", "label":"Out of date" },{ "type": "thumb-
down", "id": "samplesCodeIssue", "label":"Samples/Code issue" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "otherDown", "label":"Other" }] [{ "type": "thumb-up", "id": "easyToUnderstand", "label":"Easy to understand" },{ "type": "thumb-up", "id": "solvedMyProblem", "label":"Solved my problem" },{ "type":
"thumb-up", "id": "otherUp", "label":"Other" }] Estimated Time: 15 minutes The vast majority of sentences in technical writing should be in active voice. This unit teaches you how to do the following: Distinguish passive voice from active voice. Convert passive voice to active voice because
active voice is usually clearer. First, watch this video, just to get the ball rolling1: In an active voice sentence, an actor acts on a target. That is, an active voice sentence follows this formula: Active Voice Sentence = actor + verb + target A passive voice sentence reverses the formula. That
is, a passive voice sentence typically follows the following formula: Passive Voice Sentence = target + verb + actor Active voice example For example, here’s a short, active voice sentence: The cat sat on the mat. actor: The cat verb: sat target: the mat Passive voice examples By contrast,
here's that same sentence in passive voice: The mat was sat on by the cat. target: The mat passive verb: was sat actor: the cat Some passive voice sentences omit an actor. For example: The mat was sat on. actor: unknown passive verb: was sat target: the mat Who or what sat on the
mat? A cat? A dog? A T-Rex? Readers can only guess. Good sentences in technical documentation identify who is doing what to whom. Recognize passive verbs Passive verbs typically have the following formula: passive verb = form of be + past participle verb Although the preceding
formula looks daunting, it is actually pretty simple: A form of be in a passive verb is typically one of the following words: A past participle verb is typically a plain verb plus the suffix ed. For example, the following are past participle verbs: interpreted generated formed Unfortunately, some past
participle verbs are irregular; that is, the past participle form does not end with the suffix ed. For example: Putting the form of be and the past participle together yields passive verbs, such as the following: was interpreted is generated was formed is frozen If the phrase contains an actor, a
preposition ordinarily follows the passive verb. (That preposition is often a key clue to help you spot passive voice.) The following examples combine the passive verb and the preposition: was interpreted as is generated by was formed by is frozen by Imperative verbs are typically active It is
easy to mistakenly classify sentences starting with an imperative verb as passive. An imperative verb is a command. Many items in numbered lists start with imperative verbs. For example, Open and Set in the following list are both imperative verbs: Open the configuration file. Set the
Frombus variable to False. Sentences that start with an imperative verb are typically in active voice, even though they do not explicitly mention an actor. Instead, sentences that start with an imperative verb imply an actor. The implied actor is you. Exercise Mark each of the following
sentences as either Passive or Active: MutableInput provides read-only access. Read-only access is provided by MutableInput. Performance was measured. Python was invented by Guido van Rossum in the twentieth century. David Korn discovered the KornShell quite by accident. This
information is used by the policy enforcement team. Click the Submit button. The orbit was calculated by Katherine Johnson. Active. MutableInput provides read-only access. Passive. Read-only access is provided by MutableInput. Passive. Performance was measured. Passive. Python was
invented by Guido van Rossum in the twentieth century. Active. David Korn discovered the KornShell quite by accident. Passive. This information is used by the policy enforcement team. Active. Click the Submit button. (Click is an imperative verb.) Passive. The orbit was calculated by
Katherine Johnson. Distinguish active voice from passive voice in more complex sentences Many sentences contain multiple verbs, some of which are active and some of which are passive. For example, the following sentence contains two verbs, both of which are in passive voice: Here is
that same sentence, partially converted to active voice: And here is that same sentence, now fully converted to active voice: Exercise Each of the following sentences contains two verbs. Categorize each of the verbs in the following sentences as either active or passive. For example, if the
first verb is active and the second is passive, write Active, Passive. The QA team loves ice cream, but the writers prefer sorbet. Performance metrics are required by the team, though I prefer wild guesses. When software engineers attempt something new and innovative, a reward should be
given. Active, Active. The QA team loves ice cream, but the writers prefer sorbet. Passive, Active. Performance metrics are required by the team, though I prefer wild guesses. Active, Passive. When software engineers attempt something new and innovative, a reward should be given.
Prefer active voice to passive voice Use the active voice most of the time. Use the passive voice sparingly. Active voice provides the following advantages: Most readers mentally convert passive voice to active voice. Why subject your readers to extra processing time? By sticking to active
voice, readers can skip the preprocessor stage and go straight to compilation. Passive voice obfuscates your ideas, turning sentences on their head. Passive voice reports action indirectly. Some passive voice sentences omit an actor altogether, which forces the reader to guess the actor's
identity. Active voice is generally shorter than passive voice. Be bold—be active. Scientific research reports (optional material) Passive voice runs rampant through certain scientific research reports. In those research reports, experimenters and their equipment often disappear, leading to
passive sentences that start off as follows: It has been suggested that... Data was taken... Statistics were calculated... Results were evaluated. Do we know who is doing what to whom? No. Does the passive voice somehow make the information more objective? No. Many scientific journals
have embraced active voice. We encourage the remainder to join the quest for clarity. Exercise Rewrite the following passive voice sentences as active voice. Only part of certain sentences are in passive voice; ensure that all parts end up as active voice: The flags were not parsed by the
Mungifier. A wrapper is generated by the Op registration process. Only one experiment per layer is selected by the Frombus system. Quality metrics are identified by asterisks; ampersands identify bad metrics. The Mungifier did not parse the flags. The Op registration process generates a
wrapper. The Frombus system selects only one experiment per layer. Asterisks identify quality metrics; ampersands identify bad metrics. Next unit: Clear sentences [{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "missingTheInformationINeed", "label":"Missing the information I need" },{ "type": "thumb-down",
"id": "tooComplicatedTooManySteps", "label":"Too complicated / too many steps" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "outOfDate", "label":"Out of date" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "samplesCodeIssue", "label":"Samples/Code issue" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "otherDown", "label":"Other" }] [{
"type": "thumb-up", "id": "easyToUnderstand", "label":"Easy to understand" },{ "type": "thumb-up", "id": "solvedMyProblem", "label":"Solved my problem" },{ "type": "thumb-up", "id": "otherUp", "label":"Other" }] Except as otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 License, and code samples are licensed under the Apache 2.0 License. For details, see the Google Developers Site Policies. Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Last updated 2021-02-19 UTC. Turn the following sentences into passive
voice: 1. They had won the race. The race  (had been won). 2. He has seen two bulls this morning. Two bulls  (have been seen) this morning. 3. I was buying the newspaper when I saw Mary this morning. The newspaper  (was being bought) when Mary was seen this morning. Este ejercicio
es de nivel avanzado. Si consideras que tu nivel es principiante, te recomendamos que empieces haciendo el siguiente ejercicio: Pasiva nivel principiante 4. They are buying a new house this afternoon. A new house  (is being bought) this afternoon. 5. Paul has sold his two cars. His two
cars  (have been sold). 6. I put the glasses on the table yesterday. The glasses  (were put )on the table yesterday. 7. I was feeding the animal yesterday at 10 o'clock. The animal  (was being fed) yesterday at 10 o'clock 8. They had painted the house the week before. The house  (had been
painted) the week before. 9. She has given Paul a kiss this morning. Paul (has been given) a kiss this morning. 10. They hid the treasure a long time ago. The treasure (was hidden) a long time ago. 11. We listened to a strong noise coming from the street. A strong noise  (was listened )to
coming from the street. 12. They are studying English right now. English  (is being studied) right now. 13. They drank two pints at Paul's house. Two pints  (were drunk) at Paul's house. 14. They found two fossils of mammoth. Two fossils of mammouth  (were found). 15. I didn't recognize
Mary at first sight. Mary  (wasn't recognized) at first sight. 16. I don't know her. She  (isn't known). 17. He was driving his car when I phoned her. His car  (was being driven) when she was phoned. 18. They have stolen all the food. All the food  (has been stolen). 19. You can't park cars in
here. Cars  (can't be parked) in here. 20. You can't take photographs in this place. Photographs  (can't be taken) in this place. 21. The school must change these rules. The rules  (must be changed) by school. 22. You should repair the stairs. The stairs  (should be repaired). 23. I have to
mend this watch. This watch  (has to be mended). 24. The nurse examined the patient. The patient  (was examined) by the nurse. 25. My son cleaned the windows. The windows  (were cleaned). 26. The fire destroyed the building. The building  (was destroyed) by the fire. 27. That dog bit
the boy. The boy  (was bitten) by that dog. 28. Paul has written her a letter this week. She  (has been written) a letter this week / a letter  (has been written) to Paul this week. Si estás realizando este ejercicio, pero consideras que no te sabes los verbos irregulares adecuadamente, te
recomendamos que una vez finalizado este ejercicio realices nuestro ejercicio de verbo irregulares. 29. Many people speak french in Canada. French  (is spoken) in Canada. 30. The police found the thief in that house. The thief  (was found) in that house by the police. 31. The owner of the
shop had left his dog outside. His dog  (had been left) outside. 32. The manager is going to offer Sue a job. Sue  (is going to be offered) a job. 33. A local radio station is reporting the event. The event  (is being reported) by a local radio. El conocimiento de los tiempos verbales en inglés es
muy importante de cara a la construcción de las oraciones en voz pasiva, por ello te recomendamos que una vez finalizado este ejercicio consideres la idea de realizar nuestro ejercicio de tiempos verbales mezclados de nivel avanzado. What is the difference between the active voice and
the passive voice in English? Compare these two sentences: Active = “The doctor gave me a prescription” Passive = “I was given a prescription” The first sentence is in the “active voice”. The subject is the doctor, and the verb is “gave”. In active sentences, the focus of the sentence is on
the subject. The second sentence is in the “passive voice”. The object of the sentence (“I”) becomes the focus of the sentence. How to form a passive sentence 1. Firstly, you need to make the object (from the active sentence) into the new subject. For example, in “John helped me”, “me” is
the object. The subject form of “me” is “I”. Here is a list of objects and subjects: me – I you – You him / her – He / She us – We them – They 2. Then you make the verb passive. Put the verb “to be” into the same tense as the verb in the active sentence. For example, in the sentence “John
helped me”, “helped” is the past tense. Therefore, you need the past simple tense of the verb “to be”, which is “was” or “were”. “I was…” Here’s a list of tenses for the verb “to be”: Present simple – am / are / is Present continuous – is being / are being Present perfect – has been / have been
Simple past – was / were Past continuous – was being / were being Modals will, can etc – will be, can be etc. 3. Then add the past participle of the verb. For example “gave” – “given”, “help” – “helped” “I was helped by John.” “I was given a prescription by the doctor.” 4. If necessary, you
can say who did the action. To do this, add “by” at the end of your sentence. “She was awarded a degree by the University of London.” When to use the passive voice As a general rule, speak and write in the active voice. But passive forms can be useful in formal writing (such as scientific
reports) when the emphasis is on process and results, rather than on who did the action. 1. To change the focus of a sentence. Sometimes, the object of the sentence is more important than the subject. We can change the focus of the sentence by changing an active sentence into a
passive sentence. For example, in the following sentence, the focus is on beautiful designs and colours – not on who creates or chooses them. “Our beautiful designs are created by a team of experts. The colours are carefully chosen to blend in with the surroundings…” 2. If we don’t know
who does an action. “My bicycle has been stolen” – I don’t know who has stolen it. 3. If we don’t want to say who did something. “The lights were left on all night.” (I don’t want to say that you left the lights on.) 4. If it is obvious who does something. “I was given a prescription” – I know that
only doctors give prescriptions, so I don’t need to add “by the doctor”. “He was arrested” I know that the police arrest people, so I don’t need to add “by the police”.
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